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4-05-20                                                                               Submission date 6-05-20 
 
Time duration- 30 mins 

Chapter-2 

Let’s Find Out 

Q1. Fill in the blanks. 

a) It is a ________________________(ball / apples) 
b) We fly _______________________( dolls / kites) 
c) The doll is on the ______________(chair / water) 

Q2. Think and answer 

a) How do we know that Rima loves kites? Write the sentence that tells you 
this. 
_____________________________________________________________ 

b) Why do you think Rita and Seema look for  the doll? 
_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

Q3.Which description fits Rita?(Tick () the correct answer) 

 
a) She keeps her doll in its place. 

 

b) She likes to play with her doll but does not keep it  in its place.  

 
c) She does not like her doll but keeps it in its place. 
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Activity on Names of Animals and Birds 

Q1. Circle the names of  animals and birds in the given box. 

 Colour the space in light yellow if it names an animal. 
 Colour the space in light green if it names a thing. 
 Note-Use pencil colour only .Do your work neatly. 

 

MCQ’s based on  Chapter 1 and Chapter -2  from the Main Course Book. 

Q2. Tick ()the correct answer. 
a) Who claps loudly? 



i)  monkey       ii) children    iii) Jumbo 
b) How many monkeys does Jumbo see ? 

i) one     ii) two     iii) three 

c) We fly________. 

i) chair      ii) pencil       iii) kites       

d) Ravi has a _______________. 

i) doll      ii)  ball          iii) bat 

e) The doll is on the _____________. 

i) chair     ii) water        iii) tree 

f) How many hats Jumbo has ? 

i) one      ii) two          iii) three 

g)  Jumbo has  one ______. 

i) nose        ii) shoe        iii) hat 

h) How many shoes Jumbo has ? 

i)four          ii) two       iii) six 

i) ________ does not keep  her doll in its place. 

i)Ravi         ii) Rita     iii) Anita  

j) Jumbo has __________ bananas. 

i) three       ii) four       iii) five   
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